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Memorandum 

United States Department of the Interi 
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 

CENTRAL SNAKE PROJECTS OFFICE 
214 BROADWAY AVENUE 

BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
April 13, 1987 

To: Regional Director, Boise, Idaho 
Attention: 700 

From: Project Superintendent, Boise, Idaho 

Subject: Storage Accrual, Boise River Reservoirs 
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I am enclosing for your information a copy of a letter from the 
Director, Idaho Department of Water Resources to the Watermaster, 
Water District 63. As you are aware the Watermaster has adopted a 
new method of accruing storage to the respective reservoirs as a 
result of these directions from storage to the respective reser 
voirs as a result of these directions from the Department of Water 
Resources. You are also aware that the adoption of these direc
tions affects rather significantly the relative rights of Lucky 
Peak and Anderson Ranch Reservoirs, Lucky Peak storage becoming a 
better right in relation to what it had been thought ·to be and 
Anderson Ranch storage becoming correspondingly less good. 

Field Solicitor Bill Dunlop has suggested that we go on record as 
being notified of the Director's decision. I will work with the 
field Solicitor on the preparation of a letter to the Director of 
the Department of Water Resources. 

cc: Field Solicitor w/enclosure 
RO 400 w/enclosure 

430 w/enclosure 
770 w/enclosure 
440 w/enclosure 



State of Idaho 

DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
STATE OFFICE, 450 w. State Street, Doise. Idaho 

aaL D. ANDRUS 
~ 

A. KENNEJH DUNN 
lllr-

Mr. Lee Sisco, Watermaster 
Water District 63 
214 Broadway Avenue 
Boise, Idaho 83712 

Dear Lee: 

March 19, 1987 

RE: Reservoir Accrual Accounting W. D. 63 

Malling address: 
Statehouse 

Boise. Idaho 83720 
(208) 334-4440 

You have asked the Department of Water Resources for guidance on the 
procedure to use in allocating storage accruals to the various reservoirs on the 
Boise River system. The attached paper is base~ upon the storage accrual 
procedure described at paragraph 7-06(e) (page 7-24) of the "Water Control 
Manual for Boise River Reservoirs" published in April 1985 by the Corps of 
Engineers. The paper provides an expanded discussion of the published 
procedure, but retains as a basis for allocating accrual the priority date of 
the water right associated with each reservoir and a recognition of the location 
of a reservoir relative to the source of water being stored. Under this 
procedure, water entering the river system downstream from a senior right 
reservoir, is credited to the junior right reservoir downstream. Thus, Lucky 
Peak accrues water at times when the older reservoirs are not yet full, simply 
because some water can only be stored at its downstream location. 

While the allocation procedure cannot accurately be described as new because 
it simply applies the appropriations doctrine, ft is a modification from 
procedures applied from time-to-time in the past. A discussion of the 
implications of the allocation procedure is included in the paper. I encourage 
you to review the procedure and its possible effects with the holders of the . 
storage space and the Bureau of Reclamation to avoid misunderstandings about the 
water supply available as we enter this water short season. 

If I can provide additional information on this matter, please give me a 
call. 

Sincerely, 

~nn 
Di rector 

AKO :alw 
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The purpose of this paper is to provide background informa-

tion for a discussion of procedures to be used in the accounting 

of water deliveries on the Boise River, WD- 63. The accounting 

process is similar to that used in WD-1, but certain unique 

features of Boise River require modifications from it. The 

accounting program was used by WD-63 during the irrigation season 

of 1986. Adoption of methods for computing storage accrual 

during the winter season is the principal subject of this paper, 

but other items regarding data requirements and use are also 

presented. 

Irrigation Rights 

Boise River diversion rights are contained in the Stewart 

and Bryan decrees and are listed in the annual reports of WD-63. 

These rights involve a "sliding scale" which involve successive 

reductions in rights to 75 percent, then 60 percent in each of 

thd dec~ecs before any user is shut off. Rights developed after 

the Bryan J~creo, including storaye rights, are not involved in 

the sliding scale cuts. The irrigation season is not defined in 

the decrees but the Department's interpretation that the season 

is April l through October 31 has generally been followed. 

Canals in the lower valley frequently exceed their natural flow 

rights. 



Storaye Rights 

In order of priority, the water rights for storage in 

Arrowrock, Anderson Ranch, Lucky Peak and for diversion to Lake 

Lowell are as follows: 

Priority 

14 Oecembe r 190 3 
13 January 1911 
25 June 1938 

9 December 1940 
12 April 1963 

Rate 
(cfs) 

1,354.58 
8,000.00 

Volume 
(acre-feet) 

15,000 
493,161 
307,000 

Remarks 11 

New York Canal (BO) 
Arrow rock (BO) 
Arrowrock (L) 
Anders on ( L) 
Lucky Peak ( P) 

J_/ BO - Bryan Decree: L - License: P - Permit. All of these 
rights are held by the Bureau of Reclamation for the · 
Department of the Interior. 

The New York Canal right of 1,354.58 cfs is an irrigation 

right which can also be used to store water in Lake Lowell 

Reservoir during the non-irrigation season. 

Arrowrock Reservoir is filled according to two rights, one 

for 8,000 cfs for a physical capacity of 275,000 acre-feet and 

another for 15,000 acre - feet with no limit on the diversion rate. 

However, because of siltation, the current total physical 

capacity is 286,600 acre-feet. 

Anderson Ranch Reservoir is filled by a right for 493,161 

acre-feet with no limit on diversion rate. This right is limited 

by dead storage of 28,980 acre-feet plus normally inactive 
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sl1>r .1•j•? of .f:J,991 .1cr•!-fout to .\23,200 .Jcn~-fcet ilCtive spilce. 

Lucky Peak Reservoir is filled by 3 ~ight (or 307,000 acre

feet, also having no limit on diversion rate. The right is 

limited by normally inactive storage of 28,800 acre-feet to 

278,200 acre-feet of space. The Lucky Peak right is at permit 

stage with licensing pending. 

The above-described reservoir rights are the primary 

diversion rights in effect during the non-irrigation season 

Cl November to 31 March). Prior to and subsequent to these dates 

when natural flow is sufficient to meet some or all of these 

rights, the storage rights are considered equal in stature to all 

other rights subject to priority date and other conditions 

imposed by st3te water law. To provide for efficiency and 

flexibility in reservoir operations, storage under these rights 

can physically occur in any of the three reservoirs without 

regard to the reservoir specified in the right as long as the 

capability of any other right to be exercised remains unaffected. 

The volume stored per annum, beginning on l November of each 

year, cannot exceed the volume specified by the water right or 

the physical capacity of the reservoir unless all subsequent 

rights have been met. The volume stored (including unused 

storage from a ?revious year) cannot, on any given day, exceed 

the specified or physical volume of the reservoir. Previously 

unusdd storag~ (c~rryover) which is raleased during the non-
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i ·rrigation season for a specified ~uncf ici~L usu c~n ba replaced 

within the constraints of the right(s) yoverning thdt spilcc. 

Accounting Procedures 

This section is a summary of procedures that were used in 

1986 or that are planned to be in place for 1987. 

Data are collected and entered into the system in two ways. 

Daily river and reservoir data are all compiled in the USBR 

HYDROMET system and these will be transferred to the IDWR VAX. 

piversion data are taken by the watermaster, who enters them into 

the VAX via his terminal. The watermaster operates stage 

recorders on eleven canals and the remainder have staff gages. 

Diversions are visited weekly, measured, staff gages are read and 

cha~ts picked up from the recorders. The watermast~r computes 

mean daily flows from the recorder charts. The non-recording 

tcs arc assumed to vary linearly between visits. 

Both the llYDROME:T data and watermaster-collected data 

generally use the most recent rating shifts. No attempt is made 

to later. adjust the flows for transitions between shifts. 

The 1987 accounting year will begin with a determination of 

carryover from 1986. Carryover determination will be in 

accord.:rnce with prior practice. Un11:;ecJ ;:-irior year stora<Je is 

assigned _as carryover in the following sequence: Lucky Peak, 
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Anderson Ranch, Arrowrock, :wcaus<:? ur.c is char,Jed in the reverse 

order. 

The accounting process determines natural flows at each 

reservoir and at seven valley locations. Accrual occurs by 

assigning the natural flows at each reservoir in order of the 

respective priorities. During periods of Boise Project 

diversions, accrual to the reservoirs is reduced because of the 

earlier right of the New York Canal. After April 1, irrigation 

diversions which have generally earlier priorities than the 

reservoirs, begin to affect accrual. Accrual ceases when the 

reservoir rights are all filled or when the natural flows are all 

credited to earlier irrigation rights. Allocation of the storage 

is then made to the respective space holders. F0r each 

reservoir, the canal accounts arc set as their previous year's 

carryover plus their proportion of the ~eservoir's computed 

accrual. (Arrowrock carryover is redistributed at the end of 

each year.) 

Flood control releases occur in more than seventy percent of 

all years. These do not affect accrual. Accrual continues in 

accordance with the rights in effect, but the released water is 

water that was stored earlier. Actudl storage may continue to 

occur af~er the storage rlghts are all filled "on paper" as a 

result of the flood control releases. The second fill 1 called 

"unuccounted (or storu•,Je," ;;'l.:ty, but usu.:illy docs not, result in 

a total system fill. :\ny such fill deficit is <lss~9ned first to 
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the top 73,900 acre feet in Lucky r~ak, and if qrcater, propor

tionally among the Lucky Peak irrigation u~d~s (111,950 ac ft), 

Idaho Fish and Game use (50,000 ac Et) and the remaining non

contracted space (42,350 ac ft). If the deficit were greater 

than the Lucky Peak capacity, the remainder would be propor

tionally shared by the Anderson Ranch contractors. 

During the irrigation season as natural flows decline to 

such level that not all rights can be fully satisfied, the canal 

rights are progressively adjusted to 75 percent, then 60 percent 

in accordance with the sliding scale. 

Stored water use will be charged whenever a diversion 

exceeds the right it is entitled to exercise at that time. This . 

includes any diversion in excess of its total rights when all 

rights are good, o r exce sses above the applicable sliding scale 

rights. If flood control releases occur after these stored water 

charges, the stored water use account will be returned to zero. 

In determining natural Claws at the reservoirs, evaporation 

will be added back, because under natural conditions, this loss 

would not occur. At the end of. the irrigation se.Json, the 

storage accounts must therefore also be adjusted for this loss. 

G 



trn;:>lications of .l.cco•rnti;"l'J Chan•Jas 

Pcobably the ~ost 3i~nificant effect of the accounting 

change results from computation and allocation of natural flow at 

each reservoir. The former method allocated the total physical 

fill based upon the overall right sequence: Arrowrock, Anderson 

Ranch and Lucky Peak. This had the effect of crediting natural 

flow upstream. Mores Creek water was moved to Arrowrock and 

And~rson until they filled. After Arrowrock filled, gain below 

Anderson Ranch was moved into Anderson until it filled. 

The new method will always result in some accrual to Lucky 

Peak because of its location. Following is a comparison of 

accounting effects on accrual using 1973 and 1977 data. 

Allocation (1000 AC FT) 
1973 1977* 

Former New Former New 

.\nderson Ranch 420.6 38-9. 7 219.0 219. 0 
:\ r r·:>w rock 236.6 286.6 263.7 226.5 
Lucky Peak 211 . l 249.2 182.0 214.0 

• 1977 allocation wa~ changed due to adjustments between Lake 
Lowell and Arrowrock. Such adjustments were not made in other 

vears and are not re~roducible. 

In most other recent years, the system approximately filled 

and only.minor differences would result • 
.. 

~lith the exception of 1977, L.lke Lowell's storage condition 

has had no di~ect effP~t on accrual in the main river reservoirs. 
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Luke Lowe 11 wus, .1 nd .,, ill continue to be, imlcpcndcnt f)f the 

When New York Canal diversions in winter exceed the natural 

flow or exceed the winter diversion right (1354.58 cfs), the 

excess is stored water. It will be deducted from the Boise 

Project storage accounts as directed by the Bureau of 

Reclamation. Should such withdrawals be partially or wholly 

taken from current year accruals, they will not be refillable 

until all other storage accounts are satisfied. Withdrawals from 

carryover can be refilled in the period ending 31 March. 

Storage diversions after 31 March cannot be credited with ref ill 

because they must be treated like the other irrigation diver

sions. 

Similarly, releases of fish flow water from the Idaho rish 

and Game Department space and/or the USBR uncontracted space will 

be taken from carryover in these accounts. They, too, can ref ill 

this space in the period ending 31 March. If any releases of 

current year acccua l occur or, if any releases of carryover fish 

water are made after 31 March, the space used after that date 

~ill not bo refillable until all other riuhts are satisfied. 

Inclusion of . evaporation in the natural flow computation 

will cause an increase in natural flow, and a consequent decrease 

in stored w~ter usa. This will be bnlanccd by adjusting the 

re~..££.Y.£.:r accounts downward, but the gainers and losers will, to 
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some extent, he different Citnclla. Althour.1h no COmLJc'lrisons have 

b~an made it is believed th~t impacts woul~ be minor. 

Computation of gains below Lucky Peak will result in less 

stored water use because of the increase in natural flow 

available. 

When conditions are such that no natural flow need be passed 

at Middleton to supply downstream rights, an "operational flow" 

of 250 cfs will be designated to prevent stored water from 

passing these points. Below these locations, the operational 

flow will revert to natural flow. 

Stored water use can occur before peak storage is reached 

for the three main river reservoirs. The result will be slightly 

greater fill and more storage use in some years. 

Possible Other Future Changes 

The following items will not be addressed in 1987 accounting 

but may require work in the future. 

(l) If it is determined that use of real time data results 

in substantial error, it may be appropriate to make revisions at 

the end of the season and run a r~vised final accounting. 

(2) Because of its interchange with Indian Creek, there is 
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an apparent need to qa~c the Rlvcrsi1lu Canal ~bove that stream. 

(3) Conslderatlon should be given to incorporating tr~vel 

time in the process of determining natural flow. 

(4) A method should be devised for estimating river diver

sion by the Boise Water Corporation Ranney collectors and other 

non-agricultural diversions. 
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